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downloadgeforce 955.21 whql drivers. this driver introduces support for new compute capability 6.0
gpus, up to 12 gb of unified memory with maxwell gpus, additional hardware-accelerated apis

including the nvidia parallel inline compute (pic) functionality, sli multi-gpu support with maxwell
gpus and new game-optimized settings. additionally, this release adds support for geforce optimus

tdp tuning, dual-display compatibility for nvidia titan x, nvidia titan z, and g-sync dvi-connected
laptops, virtuallink support with opengl 4.3 core linux support, enhanced quadro p4000 support, the
introduction of the graphic driver version 430, and more. download the geforce 436.30 whql driver.

this driver among other things, adds support for dxr to geforce and adds the nvidia g-sync
compatible : series. this set includes the rtx 2080 ti, rtx 2080, rtx 2070, rtx 2060, rtx 2060 ti, and the

gtx 1080 ti. download the geforce 430.08 whql driver. this driver, among other things, adds
directxr12 support and support for ansel to select geforce gpus. in addition, the driver adds support

for the official open beta for star wars: squadrons and anno 1800. download the nvidia
geforce446.01 whql driver.this new whql driver for desktop geforce gpus. this driver introduces

support for fanatec club racing wheel and apex analog mode, and contains new additions to these
features. download the nvidia geoforce 417.59 whql driver. this driver, among other things, adds
support for ansel and a number of other additions. for example, the new release offers improved

interop and support for the upcoming official release of call of duty: black ops cold war. along with
ansel, the new release adds support for dxr, acast, and new content.
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